ART. 55]
SPIRAL SPRINGS.
SOI
fibres of the rod which are nearest to OZ are compressed and those more remote are stretched. Hence the arc QP tends to turn AP round the binormal Py in the direction z to x. Also, as P travels along the wire in the direction APQ the positive direction of the torsion is from x to y, hence the twist couple exerted by PQ on AP is in the same direction; viz. x to y.
The stress couples which act at P on the portion AP of the rod are therefore L — 0, M = Afc, N =Cr round Px, Py, Pz respectively. These together with the force at P are equivalent to a wrench, let Gr be the couple measured clockwise round OZ and let jR be the force acting along OZ. By equating the moments of these about MP and also about a parallel to MT drawn through
P, we find that
G = AK cos a + Cr sin a,
Ra = — AK sin a + Or cos a.
Here R tends to pull out the spiral AP, and G to twist it round OZ from A to B.
These equations determine R and G when the angle a of the spiral, the curvature /c and the twist r of the material are known.
By giving the proper twist, we can make Gr — 0 and then the spring can be maintained in the spiral form by a force R only.
55. Spiral Springs. A thin rod or wire, whose natural form is a given helix and ivhose principal axes of stress at any point are the tangent to the central line and any two perpendicular axes, is bent into the form of another given helix. It is required to find the forces and couples which must be applied at one end, the other being fixed, that the rod may retain the given form.
Let al3 a be the radii of the cylinders on which the unstrained and strained helices lie; aly a the angles of the helices. Let the axes of the two cylinders be coincident and let it be taken as the axis of Z, the plane of X Y being perpendicular to it.
Let P, P' &c. be a series of consecutive points on the central line of the unstrained rod and let Pf, P'f' &c. be the principal normals at these points. The angle between the consecutive planes £PP', PP'£' is dssin ^ cos a3/aa where ds is the arc PP'. Let Pw, Py be the binormals at the same points, then the curvature of the unstrained rod, measured, as in Art. 47, round the binormal, is dscos2oL1/al. Let P£, P'f be the tangents to the helix taken positively in the direction in which s is measured.

